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Abstract
Connectionism represents a soft computing technique that aims at enhancing retrieval effectiveness, and is, at the same
time, very computation demanding. In IR, only recently has computational complexity of retrieval algorithms become a
research issue, although its practical importance has long been recognized. The paper presents a methodical study of the
computational complexity of a connectionist retrieval algorithm, the Associative Interaction retrieval method. After a
short description of the method itself, the complexity of weights computation and “winner-takes-all”-based activation
spreading (i.e., retrieval) are established. This is followed by an empirical estimate of the probability to have multiple
maxima, and by an asymptotic estimate of the probability to have unique maximum.
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Introduction

The application of soft computing techniques to Information Retrieval (IR) aims at enhancing retrieval
performance by trying to capture aspects that could hardly be modelled by other means numerically; this latter
is important because only this can yield implementable systems. One example for such a technique is based
on fuzzy sets theory, which allows for expressing the inherent vagueness encountered in the relation between
terms and documents, and fuzzy logic makes it possible to express retrieval conditions by means of formulas
in the weighted Boolean model; an overview can be found in (Kraft, Bordogna, Pasi, et al., 1998).
Connectionism represents another approach. Basic entities (documents, terms) are represented as an
interconnected network of nodes. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Semantic Networks (SN) are two
techniques used for this. For example, Wordnet (Miller, 1990) is an online dictionary based on SN. ANN
learning allows to model relations between documents as well as documents and terms. It was used with the
principal aim to increase the accuracy of document-term weights (Bartell, Cottrell and Belew, 1995; Belew,
1987, 1989; Bienner, Guivarch and Pinon, 1990; Cunningham et al., 1997; Fuhr and Buckley, 1991; Layaida
et al., 1997; Kwok, 1990). ANNs were also applied to query modification aiming at enhancing retrieval
performance (Crestani, 1993; Wong and Yao, 1990), and to retrieval from legal texts (Rose and Belew, 1991;
Rose, 1994; Warner, 1993).
Connectionism allows for modelling adaptive clustering (i.e., a clustering in which the cluster
structure is being developed in the presence of the query or user) has proved to be a viable approach to IR
(Belew, 1989; Rose, 1994; Johnson et al., 1994, 1996). Retrieval is then viewed similar to that in fixed
clustering: those documents are said to be retrieved which form the same cluster, i.e., ‘nearest’ to query
(Cohen and Kjeldsen, 1987; Belew, 1989; Kwok, 1989, 1995; Doszkocs et al., 1990; Chen, 1994, 1995;
Merkl, 1999; Wermter, 2000).
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The IR literature and research only knows a few examples when computational complexity aspects,
raised by the practical operation and scaling up analysis of the retrieval system, have been addressed:
Google’s PageRank (Hawelivala, 1999; Kim, 2002) although several connectionist retrieval systems have
been developed thus far (Niki, 1994, 1997; SirWeb; SCALIR Rose, 1994) and the retrieval systems based on
the I2R (Interaction Information Retrieval) paradigm2. The I2R paradigm was suggested in (Dominich, 1994)
based on the concept of interaction according to the Copenhagen Interpretation in Quantum Mechanics
(query: measuring apparatus, documents: observed system, retrieval: measurement). The idea of flexible,
multiple and mutual interconnections from AI2R also appear and are investigated by a number of researchers
(e.g., Salton, Allan and Singhal, 1996; Salton, Singhal, Mitra and Buckley, 1997; Pearce and Nicholas, 1996;
Carrick and Watters, 1997; Liu, 1997; Mock and Vemuri, 1997; Dominich, 1997, 2001). The retrieval
effectiveness of I2R has been analysed in detail in (Dominich, 2003) using both standard test collections and
user experiments.
However, as yet there have not been any methodical evaluations as regards the computational
complexity of a connectionist retrieval model and system. Thus, the aim of this paper is just this. Based on
the I2R, the paper shows how a detailed analysis of the computational complexity of such a method can be
carried out.
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Associative Interaction Information Retrieval

The documents are represented as a flexibly interconnected network of objects. The interconnections are
adjusted each time a new object (e.g., a document) is fed into the network. The query is interconnected with
the already interconnected objects. Thus, on the one hand, new connections develop (between the objectquery and the other objects), and on the other hand, some of the existing connections can change  this
represents an interaction between query and documents. Retrieval is defined as recalled memories: those
documents are retrieved which belong to reverberative circles triggered by a spreading of activation started at
the object-query. The reverberative circles correspond to clusters, which are not fixed as they develop in the
presence of the query. This model will be referred to as Associative Interaction Information Retrieval (AI2R).
Any object oi, i = 1, 2, ..., M, is assigned a set of identifiers (e.g., keywords) tik, k = 1, 2, ..., ni. There are
weighted and directed links between any pair (oi, oj), i ≠ j, of objects. The one is the ratio between the
number fijp of occurrences of term tjp in object oi, and the length ni of oi, i.e. total number of terms in oi:
f ijp
, p = 1, ..., nj
wijp =
(1)
n
i

Because wijp is analogous to the probability with which object oi ‘offers’ tjp (or equivalently with which tjp is
extracted from oi when being in oj), the corresponding link may be viewed as being directed from object oi
towards object oj.
The other weight, wikj, is the inverse document frequency. If fjik denotes the number of occurrences of term tik
in oj, and dfik is the number of documents in which tik occurs, then:

w jik = f jik log

2M
df ik

(2)

Because wikj is a measure of how much content of object oj is ‘seen’ (or ‘mirrored’ back) by term tik, the
corresponding link may be viewed as being directed from oi towards oj. The other two connections — in the
opposite direction — have the same meaning as above: wjik corresponds to wijp, while wjpi corresponds to wikj
(Figure 1). Figure 2 shows a simple example.
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Figure 1. Associative Interaction Information Retrieval (AI2R).
Connections between an arbitrary object pair oi and oj (see text).

Figure 2. Associative Interaction Information Retrieval (AI2R).
Links with weights between object pair o1 and o2 (example).
Links pointing in the same direction are grouped together, and
shown by one big common arrow.

The process of answering a query (retrieval) is performed in two phases:
(i) Interaction. The query Q is incorporated first into the network. New weighted links appear
between Q and the other objects, and some of the existing weights change (formula 2); this may be regarded
as an expression of the network ‘learning’ the query. Figure 3 shows a simple example.
(ii) Retrieval. A spreading of activation takes place according to a winner-take-all strategy. The
activation is initiated at the query, say oj, and spreads over along the strongest connection thus passing on to
another object, and so on. The total strength of the connection between any pair (oi, oj), i ≠ j, of objects, and
thus between the query and another object oi is defined as follows:
n

∑
j

p=1

w

jp i

+

ni

∑

k =1

w

jik

(3)

The summations (formula 3) is made possible by the meaning associated to wjpi and wjik (formulas 1, 2); each
represents a measure of the extent to which the query, represented by oj, ‘identifies’  the content of  oi.
After a finite number of steps the spreading of activation reaches an object already affected (in the worst case
it passes through the entire network and eventually gets back to the query) thus giving rise to a loop called
reverberative circle (as a model for short term memory). This is analogous to a local memory recalled by the
query. The reverberative circle can be interpreted as an adaptive cluster associated to the query when this is
present in the network. Those objects are said to be retrieved which belong to the same reverberative circle,
and they are ranked in the order of maximal activation, i.e., in the order in which they are traversed. The same
objects may not form the same cluster for a different query.

Figure 3. Associative Interaction Information Retrieval (AI2R). All links having the same direction between Q and o1, and Q and o3 are
shown as one single arrow to simplify the drawing. (a) Interaction. New connections between object-query Q(=o3) and object-documents
o1 and o2 are developed, and there is a changed link between o1 and o2 (0.47 instead of 0.3, see Figure 2 and formula 2). (b) Retrieval.
The activation starts at Q, and spreads over to o1 (total weight = .33+.33+.47+.3=1.43) from which to o2, and then back to o1. Q, o1 and
o2 form a reverberative circle, and thus o1 and o2 will be retrieved.
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Computational Complexity of AI2R

As it could be seen in part 2 an algorithm which implements the method should compute a huge number of
weights. Thus the question of tractability and hence complexity of such a computation arises, and it is
answered in the following two theorems.
3.1

Complexity of Weights Computation

The complexity of weights calculation is given by:
THEOREM 1. The complexity of weights computation is polynomial.
Proof. As it can be seen from the formulas 1 and 2 there are 2 × (ni + nj) number of weights between

M 
 , hence 2 × (ni + nj) ×
2

every pair (oi, oj), i ≠ j, of which there are 

M 
  has complexity O(M2N), where
2

O denotes 'big-Oh', and N = maxi,j(ni, nj), i.e., the largest of object lengths. The computation of the sums of
weights (formula 3) between a given object oi and all the other objects oj, of which there are M − 1, takes time
(ni + nj) × (M − 1), and thus an upper bound for the computation of all sums in the network is (ni + nj) × (M −
1)2 = O(NM2) because i can vary, too, at most M − 1 times. Hence an overall upper bound for weights
computation is O(NM2) + O(NM2) = O(NM2) = O(K3), where K = max(N, M). g
In other words the computation of weights is tractable.
3.2

Complexity of the Retrieval

The complexity of the retrieval process is given by the following results.
THEOREM 2. The links of maximum weights from all oq can be found in O(M2) time.
Proof. For each oq we open a stack S(q) and a real variable m(q). Initially S(q) is empty and m(q) = 0.
Scanning the weights wiq for all the M – 1 values of i, we do nothing for wiq < m(q), but put oi into S(q) if wiq =
m(q). Finally, if wiq > m(q), we first empty S(q), then put oi into S(q) and redefine m(q) := wiq. At the end of
this procedure, the contents of S(q) tells precisely the maximum-weight linkings at oq. g
THEOREM 3. One cycle can be retrieved in O(M) steps.
Proof. Open a block a = a1a2…aM, of M zeroes. Starting at oq (that represents the query), rewrite aq =
1. When at oi, choose one oj ∈ S(i) (the top element). If aj = 1, a cycle has been found. Otherwise we rewrite
aj := 1 and continue the search there. It is clear that a nonzero entry in a (and hence also a cycle) will be
reached in at most M steps. g
We define the graph Gmax with vertex set {v1,v2,…,vM} and arcs vivj where vj ∈ S(i). By definition, a
cycle is feasible with respect to the retrieval process if and only if it correspongs to a cycle in Gmax. We denote
by G’max the subgraph of Gmax containing those arcs which lie in at least one cycle.
THEOREM 4. The subgraph G’max, and also a family of cycles covering all edges of G’max, can be
found in polynomial time.
Proof. Selecting any one arc vivj, it can be tested in polynomial (in fact, linear) time whether there
exists a directed path from vj to vi in Gmax (as a necessary and sufficient condition for vivj to lie in a cycle), and
also such a path of minimum length can be found, applying Breadth-First Search. g
3.3

Probability of Multiple Maxima

After weights summation there are M − 1 weighted links  s1, ..., si-1, si+1, ...,sM  from an object oi to all the
other objects. Because i varies from 1 to M there are at most M × (M − 1) = O(M2) links to be evaluated in all
(in a search). Depending on the multiplicity (i.e., unique, double, triple maximum, or higher) of the maximum
of the sequence s1, ..., si-1, si+1, ..., sM the number of reverberative circles can increase. The number of retrieved
objects depends on two factors: (a) the number of reverberative circles, and (b) the number of objects a
reverberative circle contains. In order to render the influence of the first parameter simulations were carried

out using a C program written for this purpose. M was taken 100,000, and different number of sequences of
weights were generated at random. In each of these cases the maximum and its multiplicity was determined
(Table 1).

Table 1. Simulation of the multiplicity of maxima. In 985 sequences out of 1000 sequences there was a unique maximum,
in 14 cases there were double maxima, in 3 cases there was one triple maximum, and there were no maxima with
multiplicity 4.

Number of generated
sequences
1 000
2 500
10 000

1

Multiplicity of maxima
Number of sequences
2
3

985
2469
9532

14
30
439

4

1
1
26

0
0
2

Drawing the empirical density function yields a curve represented by the thinner line in Figure 4. The value of
the empirical density function on every interval ∆x = (0, 1), (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4) is calculated separately using
the usual ratio:
(4)

number _ of _ values
length × total _ number _ of _ values

for each of the three cases (Table 1), and then the corresponding values are averaged. The empirical density
function can be approximated by the function:
2 −u
f(x) = u e

0.7

(5)

x

After curve fitting (calculations carried out using standard Mathcad curve fitting) this becomes:
f(x) = 3.864⋅e−1.605x

(6)

0.8

0.6

emp_density
density ( multiplicity , u0 )

0.4

0.2

0

1

2

3

4

multiplicity

Figure 4. Empirical (thinner line) and estimated (thicker line) density functions for the multiplicity of maxima (see text).

which is an estimated density function, and thus the probability to have maximum with multiplicity 2 or 3 in a
random sequence s1, ..., si-1, si+1, ..., sM of weights can be estimated using the usual definition from probability:
3

∫ 3 . 864

e

− 1 . 605 x

dx = 0 . 078

(7)
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The simulation results show that there always are a few multiple maxima, and their proportion is not high.
The multiplicity increases with the number of sequences. (The probability of the multiplicity of maximum in a
random sequence is an open, interesting and difficult mathematical problem.)
We conclude this section with an asymptotic estimate of the probability that, assuming uniform
weight distribution, the maximum value is unique (that is, the retrieval procedure is continued in a unique
direction).
Let S = s1s2…sk be a randomly chosen sequence of length k where si ∈ {1, …, n} and Prob(si = j) =
1/n for every i and j, independently for all i. (To simplify notation, we write k for M – 1; and n denotes the
number of possible weight values wij.)
Suppose that the maximum occurs at a unique element of S, say si = m and sj < m for all j ≠ i (1 ≤ j ≤
k). Each of the k positions in S is equally likely to occur as this particular i, and for every j we have
Prob(sj < m) = (m – 1)/n. Thus,

k n  m −1 
Prob(S has unique maximum) = P(n, k) = ∑ 

n m=2  n 

k −1

(8)

In order to obtain fairly tight asymptotic estimates, we write the right-hand side of (8) in the form

k n  q
P(n, k) = ∑ 1 − 
n q =1  n 

k −1

(9)

and apply the inequalities

e

−

uv
1−u

< (1 – u)v < e–uv

(10)

As for an upper bound, we immediately obtain
−
k
e
P(n, k) <
∑
n q≥1

q ( k −1)
n

=

k
n

1
e

k −1
n

(11)

−1

Introducing the notation x = k/n, a convenient estimate seems to be
f(x) =

x
e −1
x

(12)

Lower bounds are somewhat more complicated. Since the leftmost and rightmost sides of (10) are not far
from each other only if u is near zero, for the purpose we can split the sum in (9) into two parts, for q small
and q large, respectively. To do this, a convenient threshold b =  c (n/k) log n  is taken, where c is a suitably
chosen constant. Then, for q > b, all of the summands are smaller than n–c and hence become negligible,

depending on c that can be fixed with respect to the accuracy required. Assuming q ≤ b, and applying the
lower bound in (10), we obtain

−
b

P(n, k) >

∑e

q ( k −1)
 i
n  1− 
 n

q =1

q

 − k −11  
 − k −11  
 n  1−  
 n  1−  
b
b
> ∑e    − ∑e   


q〉b 
q〉 0 







q

(13)

Introducing the notation
−

y = e

k −1
 1
n  1− 
 b

for the expression occurring in the parentheses in (13), we obtain

P(n, k) >

y
yb +1
−
1− y 1− y

(14)

We note that the negative term in (14) is again O(n–c), by the choice of b, i.e., it may become negligible, and
then the formula simplifies to y/(1 – y).
If both k and n/k are large, the formula in (12) seems to be quite convenient for use. Having checked
with k = 30000 and n = 1000000 (that is, six-digit accuracy in weights) as typical values, we obtain f(0.03) ≈
0.985 that happens to match completely with the first simulation result in Table 1. Note, however, that the
other lines in the Table slightly deviate from this number.
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Conclusions

The paper presented a methodical study of the computational complexity of a connectionist retrieval
algorithm, the Associative Interaction retrieval method. After a short description of the method itself, the
complexity of weights computation and “winner-takes-all”-based activation spreading (i.e., retrieval) were
established. It wa shown that the computation of weights is tractable: it is polynomially upper bounded. The
retrieval process is based on a “winner-takes-all” strategy, during which the maximum can be found in
quadratic time, a cycle in linear time, and a family of cycles covering all vertices also in polynomial time.
The practical importance of this result is that the retrieval method is tractable. This was followed by an
empirical estimate of the probability to have multiple maxima. Simulations were used to generate weights,
based on which the empirical density function was approximated using curve fitting, and thus the probability
to have double or triple maxima was estimated to be relatively low (0.078). The practical meaning of this
result consists in that running time is relatively stable and fluctuations are only rarely expected to happen;
thus the user is not frustrated by having to wait for unpredictably varying running times. The paper concludes
with an asymptotic estimate of the probability to have unique maximum, the theoretical results thus obtained
match acceptably well the simulation results.
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